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DICOM Inspector is a standalone application that can be used to
view DICOM files. It is mainly used for viewing and analyzing
DICOM images and transferring images and other similar files.
HIDOM is a new Flash based interface for the Winrar utility,
allowing users to keep all the functionality of the Winrar 2.6.7
application, but interface with it via a browser. Main feature of
HIDOM is "Open with HIDOM" which helps you choose
application for opening files. It is also possible to use HIDOM to
download a single file, and it will prompt you for saving the file.
In addition it can show you all the details about selected file and
show you command to add to context menu. HIDOM can be
used for browsing archives, view their contents, open with
HIDOM, use HIDOM as file manager, and many other things.
Image Lock is a utility which allows you to modify the Windows
Registry in such a way that it prevents other programs from
being able to use the files associated with a specified DLL. To
enable this security feature, you simply need to create a registry
subkey under HKLM\Software\Microsoft\ImageLock. Each
DLL for which you want to protect the files associated with it
should be assigned to a subkey under the
HKLM\Software\Microsoft\ImageLock\Dll key. If you want to
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allow more than one program to access a certain DLL, you can
add a subkey under the
HKLM\Software\Microsoft\ImageLock\Dll key for each
program. APK File Extractor is a utility that can be used to
extract Android APK files. The main purpose of this application
is to help you extract APK files and view their contents. The
program is an amazing tool that can extract multiple APK files.
APK File Extractor is powerful, and can be used for many
purposes. It can be used to view APK files, extract them, extract
APK files from CAB files, extract APK files from CAB and
DMG files, extract and view all files in APK files, extract ZIP
files from APK files, extract all files from APK files, extract all
files from ZIP files, extract files from APK, extract files from
ZIP, extract audio files from APK, extract music files from
APK, extract movie files from APK, extract movies from APK,
extract document files from APK, extract all files
DICOM Inspector.NET For PC

DICOM Inspector.NET is a really handy tool, it's a small
program witch helps you to view the tags/attributes inside a
dicom file(including ACR nema format). once a file is loaded
you can see the various properties of each tag in the file along
with a highlighted hex dump of the file data that defines the
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tag.click on the screen shot to see a large version In this free trial
edition you can search for DICOM files, view their content,
extract the headers from the files and add it to your project.
Read more 1. DICOM Inspector.NET Free | Viewers | ACE
DICOM Server Toolkit 2. Similar Software Viewer for DICOM
files - is a handy, simple-to-use viewer for DICOM files. It
provides a user-friendly interface for non-technical users. It
supports viewing, editing, printing and zipping DICOM files.
You can view, edit, print or save DICOM files to and from ACR
NEMA formats. If your PC runs Windows XP, VISTA, 7 or 8,
you can enjoy DICOM Inspector, Viewer for DICOM files.
Image DICOM Browser - is a free download and easy-to-use
desktop application designed to view and print DICOM images
and files. Just select the format from the list and double-click
the image to view. ACE DICOM Server - is an easy-to-use yet
powerful server, designed to provide the functionality of a
complete DICOM server, as well as a viewer, a client and a
command-line utility. DICOM Explorer - is an enhanced viewer
for DICOM, and it supports all of the major DICOM services in
one small application. It is a command-line utility used to
interact with the DICOM service directly. ACE DICOM
Manager - is a handy, small, lightweight application, which is a
front end for all major DICOM services. It is designed to
manage large amounts of data. It is a server application.
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WDSDICOM Image Viewer - is a viewer for DICOM and WDSDICOM images. It supports most common image formats and
includes batch image conversion, compression and color
management tools. PowerDICOM - is a Windows desktop tool
and a command 77a5ca646e
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A handy.NET application which can load DICOM files and
display the DICOM attributes and tags which are stored in the
DICOM file. It has the ability to highlight and show a hex dump
of the file data that defines each tag. The ACR NEMA DICOM
file format is supported. Add to SharpStore Gauge Viewer
(Version 1.2) is an open source C# program for Windows which
can view and export images for.DICOM files Requirements: For
Windows.NET Framework 2.0 Description: Gauge Viewer
(Version 1.2) is an open source C# program for Windows which
can view and export images for.DICOM files. Add to
SharpStore DIGIT is a version of Dicom Inspector designed for
Windows Phone 8. DIGIT lets you view and manipulate
DICOM (.DICOM) files for Windows Phone 8 devices (ARM
architecture). Requirements: Windows Phone 8 Description:
DIGIT lets you view and manipulate DICOM (.DICOM) files
for Windows Phone 8 devices (ARM architecture). Add to
SharpStore CureSoft Imager is a freeware software (adsupported) that can be used to view/encode DICOM images.
Requirements: Windows Description: CureSoft Imager is a
freeware software that can be used to view/encode DICOM
images. Add to SharpStore DicomViewer is a free, open source
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imaging viewer, that supports DICOM files. Requirements:
Windows Description: DicomViewer is a free, open source
imaging viewer, that supports DICOM files. Add to SharpStore
DicomViewer is a free, open source imaging viewer, that
supports DICOM files. Requirements: Windows Description:
DicomViewer is a free, open source imaging viewer, that
supports DICOM files. Add to SharpStore DICOM File
Analyzer is a professional open source utility for viewing
DICOM files. Requirements: Windows Description: DICOM
File Analyzer is a professional open source utility for viewing
DICOM files. It is useful in finding hidden files, undeclared
DICOM files and detecting corrupted DICOM files. Add to
SharpStore DICOM
What's New in the DICOM Inspector.NET?

This is a open source tool to parse and view the tags of a
DICOM/ACR file. It also supports viewing X-ray images, CTscans and MR-scans. It supports searching for tag values inside
the file. It has an easy to use interface. It can be integrated in
Winforms applications. How to install: You can download the
latest stable version from Once the download is completed
install the setup file to install the application. DICOM
Inspector.NET is licensed under the GNU GPL and you can find
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the source code on Codeplex. License: GNU GPL (General
Public License) Latest Revision: 1.0.4 Current version: 1.0.1
Keywords: DICOM DICOM image DICOM viewer DICOM
editor DICOM Inspector ACR nema format X-ray images CTscans MR-scans Fri, 07 Jul 2011 03:55:52 +0330 Saam Reddy
Chettiar Updated the sample code to allow searching of tag
values. This version includes 1. Code to allow searching of tag
values 2. A demo application Removed: 1. Another app in the
same folder Added: 1. Diag viewer 2. Example code showing
how to modify the source code to change the demo application
3. Some small changes Check the "Change log" for the details of
changes Revision 1.0.4 - 06 May 2011 1. Corrected the
installation instructions. Revision 1.0.3 - 28 Feb 2011 1.
Removed log4net and changed the settings for the log file from
memory instead of persistent storage. Revision 1.0.2 - 17 Feb
2011 1. Added ability to delete image stacks in dicom inspector.
Revision 1.0.1 - 11 Feb 2011 1. Added ability to delete image
stacks in dicom inspector. 2. corrected bug in code related to
image stack deletion. Revision 1.0.0 - 08 Feb 2011 1. Initial
Release Q: S3 Server Side Image Uploading Using PUT Method
I am working on a dynamic image uploading with PHP script. I
am using PUT method for uploading image with some
information. For uploading image I have used below script. It's
work fine for me.
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System Requirements:

Supported Operating Systems: Windows 7 Windows 8.1
Windows 10 Minimum specifications: CPU: Intel Core i3-3220
CPU @ 3.10 GHz or AMD A8-3850 RAM: 6 GB OS: Windows
8.1 What's new in the update? Nigeria Themed UI and Country
Data Download: Take advantage of the option to download Dday The
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